COMA book updates and correction. Nov 2020

Despite technology some minor errors still appear that have to be tweeted.

FULL UNCUT EDITION

Page 211 under the heading Shen Yun
ORIGINAL TEXT READS:
Master Li Hongzhi not only brought Falun Dafa to the world but has also tried to awaken people to the
ancient Chinese culture and beauty of its previous arts. He came up with the idea to show the public, by way
of Chinese arts, the incredible beauty and skill of dance and music, and thus set up companies called the
Shen Yun Performing Arts.
THIS HAS BEEN CHANGED TO:
Master Li Hongzhi not only brought Falun Dafa to the world but has also tried to awaken people to the
ancient Chinese culture and beauty of its previous arts. He came up with ideas of how to show the public, by
way of Chinese arts, the incredible beauty and skill of dance and music, and his suggested ideas was taken
up so that today we have the company Shen Yun Performing Arts.
In the “CONDENSED EDITION” the correction above is found on Page 111
Further Corrections - Full Uncut Edition
Page 3 Reads “In the this strange world” Corrected to read: “In this strange world”
Page 15 2nd Paragraph Reads: “He respected the bible and not knowing much else about religion or
should I saw the bible although he went to a Catholic school”
Corrected to read: “He respected the bible and not knowing much else about religion or should I say the
bible although he went to a Catholic school”
Page 130
Under the heading “What we have considered so far” shown below we seem to have two spelling errors, The
“N” is missing in word “Unless”, and the word Controlling has an “L” Missing.
The Condensed Edition does not have this page or text, only the full edition does.
Correct to read: “Unless we can accept these entities are real and other life forms exist, we cannot
understand humanities present situation and our planet and who is really controlling it.”

CONDENSED EDITION

Page 3 Reads: “In the this strange world” Corrected to read: “In this strange world”
Page 5 Under the heading: About Contents of Condensed edition & PDF e-Book “COMA”.
The words Purchase shown below in red has an “A” missing, it reads purchsed and should read
purchased and the word Condensed has “C” when it should be “S”, It reads Condenced and should be
Condensed.
_______________________________________________________________________________
These correction will be included in future printed editions of the book and also updated with the e-book
edition online.
Despite the best technology and spell checkers some Errors may appear between the UK English and
American Grammar format. Some of the software also has a habit of changing fonts and text when saving
files. We are now aware of this issue and will do all we can to rectify it and if you spot any errors please
contact us so we can correct it or future publishing.
Please use the “Contact Us” Page to inform us of any Errors found.

Or email us: comabook@yahoo.com

My appreciation and thanks to all our website visitors and supporters

Richard M. Phelan

